ASCCC Fall 2022 Plenary: Review the Fall 2022 Plenary Adopted Resolutions.

- 04.01 F22 General Education in the California Community College System Paper
  - Paper or guidebook coming by Spring 2024 Plenary
- 04.02 F22 Proactive Planning and Support for Articulation and Counseling
  - Addition time and personal
- 07.01 F22 Comprehensive Title 5 Revision to Align Associate Degree General Education with the AB 928-required General Education Pathway
  - Title 5 GE revised language to come back Spring 2023 Plenary
- 07.02 F22 Support Revisions to Lower Division General Education Requirements for California Community College Baccalaureate Degrees
  - Adding Lower division GE into the BPD Handbook
- 07.03 F22 Model the Common Course Numbering System and Processes after C-ID
  - Review and input by Fall 2023
- 07.10 F22 Title 5 Regulations Governing Catalog Rights
  - Establish minimum requirements in CCCs and remove barriers
- 07.11 F22 Determining When Pre-transfer English and Mathematics Meets the Needs of a Defined Student Population
  - Guidance for pre-transfer math and English to meet needs
- 09.01 F22 Removing Barriers to the Adoption of Open Educational Resources
  - Request remove ISBN or copyright date requirements
- 15.01 F22 Endorsing the Proposed Singular Lower Division General Education Pathway: CalGETC
  - Urge Lifelong Learning and Self-Development be a graduation requirement
- 15.02 F22 Options for Transfer Students Enrolled Prior to the Implementation of CalGETC
  - Urge flexibility so that qualified students are not denied transfer
- 15.03 F22 Establish an Equitable California State University General Education Breadth Ethnic Studies Area F Review Process
  - Clear guidance from CSU
- 15.05 F22 Propose Definitions for Baccalaureate Degree Duplication and Non-Duplication
- 17.01 F22 Establishing an Equitable Placement and Student Success Liaison

UC Articulation FAQs: Review the attached memo regarding articulation and Credit for Prior Learning expectations with our UC partners.

GE Team Recommendations: Review the attached GE Team report for the recommendations and feedback on courses requesting any form of General Education.

Respectfully submitted,
Erica Menchaca
Articulation Officer